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Sub: - Joint CSIR-UGC Test for Junior Research Fellowship and Eliqibilitv for Lectureship (NET) held on
19-06-2016.

Dear Candidate,

CSIR is pleased to inform you that you have been declared successful in the above examination for award
of JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP and secured 045 / 0929 rank in the subject
CHEMICAL SCIENCES under CSIR Fellowship scheme. Further, you have also been declared qualified for
eligibility for Lectureship (NET) in the above subject area, subject to fulfilling the eligibility criteria laid down
by the UGC.

The offer of Junior Research Fellowship is valid for a period of two years w.e.f. 01.01.2017 and
is not extendable. lt will be governed by the terms and conditions of the CSIR Junior Research Fellowship.

In order to accept this offer, you should send the joining/undertaking & attestation proforma which can be
downloaded from our website www.csirhrdq.res.in and submit the same, duly completed in all respect to The
Deputy Secretary (EMR) at the address given overleaf.

While considering for fellowship /appointment, the Supervisor/Guide/Fellowship awarding Authority/
Lectureship appointing Authority must verify the original record/certificates of the candidate regarding
eligibility criterion & caste /PHA/H certificate (if applicable) for this test. The details regarding the eligibility criterion
for this test is given overleaf.

This letter may be treated as a certificate.

Kindly acknowledge the receipt.
Yours sincerely,

A--
Under$tcretary (Exam)


